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Abstract
Many of the challenges in international development are complex in nature. They involve many
actors in uncertain contexts and with unclear solutions. Our work has proposed an approach to
addressing such challenges, called Problem Driven Iterative Adaptation (PDIA). This paper is
the most recent in a series intended to show how one can do PDIA, building on the first paper,
“Doing Problem Driven Work”. The current paper addresses a key part of the approach one
moves to once a problem has been identified, performing real-time experimental iterations. This
is intended as a practical paper that builds on experience and embeds exercises for readers who
are actually involved in this kind of work.
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Introduction
One of Matt’s students was a consultant working on a local government project. He came to Matt
with a specific concern, “I have a well thought-out project design, based on a solution my firm
adopted in a similar place a year ago, but I cannot get the community in this new locale to
support the work.” Matt encouraged him to start constructing and deconstructing the problem
that warranted his involvement in the community—first on his own and then, when he felt he
could state what the problem was, why it mattered, and why it was festering, to engage with the
community. He did this, and after a month came back and said that he had learned various
invaluable things: first, the community could be mobilized around a problem they cared about—
and he had managed to identify such problem with them; second, his initial assumptions of the
problem were mostly wrong, and the ‘solution’ he hoped to introduce would not have been
possible or even effective; third, the community members themselves had a bunch of great ideas
to work with. Motivated by this experience, he engaged different groups to try some of their own
ideas out, and some that he introduced based on his past experience. Altogether, four different
work streams emerged with groups trying different ‘solutions’. They met monthly to discuss
progress, and all four groups adjusted their work based on the cumulative learning. After six
months they were focused on only two streams of work, where ideas had been merged together
and lessons accumulated into two potential solutions the community was already implementing.
The story is not complete, but progress is being made.
As in the example, we believe that good problems mobilize actors to find solutions to
complex challenges like the one you have been working through in or prior working paper (on
‘Doing Problem Driven Work’ (Andrews et al. 2015), partly because such problems point to
“feasible remedial action [that] can be meaningfully pursued” (Chan 2010, p.3). The
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deconstruction and sequencing work helps to foster such action, allowing reformers and
policymakers to think about where they should act (where do we have large change space, and
where is it limited?), and even how (do we build change space or fill extant change space?). The
challenge is still to determine ‘what’ to do when acting, however.
This is a serious challenge when dealing with complex problems, given that the what
answers are usually unclear (when we are honest about it we have to admit that we often do not
know what to do when faced with complex challenges in complex contexts). It is an even bigger
challenge when an externally identified best practice ‘solution’ is offered to us, promising the
answer but quite likely to lead into a capability trap. This challenge can leave one wondering
what to do and how to manage the lure of best practices (or isomorphic pressure to adopt such).
In response to this tension, we propose a core PDIA principle to inform a strategy of
finding and fitting the what answers in your situation. Put simply, we hold that the ‘what’
answers to complex problems do exist and can be found, but must emerge through active
iteration, experimentation, and learning. This means that answers cannot be pre-planned or
developed in a passive or academic fashion by specialists applying knowledge from other
contexts. Answers must be found within the change context through active engagement and
learning.
This is not to say that ideas from the outside (and so-called ‘best practices’) should not be
considered as potential answers or pathways to building state capability, but rather that even the
most effective best practices are unlikely to address all of the problem dimensions needing
attention. If completely new to a context, they are also likely to lack the political acceptance
required to work effectively, for instance (Andrews 2006, 2012). As such, these ‘answers’ must
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still be experimented with and adapted, through a process that empowers the search for
“technically viable solutions to locally perceived problems” (Greenwood et al. 2002, p.60).
But what should this ‘find and fit’ process look like?

Why Experimental iterations?
In trying to answer this question, we have been influenced by the literature on incrementalism.
This work is attributed primarily to Charles Lindblom (1959), who referred to the policy-making
process as ‘muddling through’ (where groups ‘find’ institutional solutions through a series of
small, incremental steps or actions that are gradually introduced to address specific, targeted
parts of a problem; as Lindblom (1958, p.301) explains, “A policy is directed at a problem; it is
tried, altered, tried in altered form, altered again and so on”). Incrementalism can be linear,
where one step leads to the next predicted step and to the next step until a pre-planned solution is
fully adopted. This kind of incrementalism will not hold up in the face of the uncertainty of
complex challenges, however, given that such challenges seldom allow one to identify many
steps ahead. Rather, these challenges demand an iterative incrementalism, where the latter also
involves taking small steps to address problems—but where each step leads to some learning
about what works and what does not, which informs a next (and potentially different) step to see
if an adjusted action works better. 1 The process is thus not perfectly linear, because every step
depends on what is learned in the step before—which could be that a radical shift is needed or
that the proposed path actually makes sense.
Iteration like this is similar to what some call the ‘try, learn, adapt’ method used by some
lean management gurus (Radnor and Walley 2008; Womack and Jones 2010). The hallmarks of

1

Sabel and Jordan (2015) use the word ‘recursive’ to describe a similar process.
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this process are simple: targeted actions are rapidly tried, lessons are quickly gathered to inform
what happened and why, and a next action step is designed and undertaken based on what was
learned in prior steps. Think of an application in the 1804 journey westwards (discussed in a
prior working paper, Andrews et al. 2015a): a team spends three days moving in a westerly
direction, and then makes camp, taking time to reflect on the obstacles and opportunities
encountered and lessons learned, and then decides on the next step (how long it will be, where it
will be, and who it will involve). Iterations like this continue until the problem has been fully
addressed (or, using the language of agile software development, ‘requirements have been met’
in the search for a solution).
The process should be seen as experimental, and probably involve acting on multiple
potential solution ideas at a time (instead of just one). It can also be accelerated to ensure the
change process gains and keeps momentum (to more or less degree, depending on where one is
in the change process and what problems, causes or sub-causes are being addressed). Trying a
number of small interventions in rapid ‘experiments’ like this helps to assuage common risks in
reform and policy processes, of either appearing too slow in responding to a problem or of
leading a large and expensive capacity building failure. This is because each step offers quick
action that is relatively cheap and open to adjustment; and with multiple actions at any one time
there is an enhanced prospect of early successes (commonly called quick wins).
The blend of cheapness and demonstrable success characterize what some might call
positive deviations in the process of building state capability, and are important in contexts
where change encounters opposition, which is usually the case with government reforms in
developing countries. The small steps also help to flush out (or clarify) contextual challenges,
including those that emerge in response to the interventions themselves. Facilitating such
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positive deviations and contextual lessons is especially important in uncertain and complex
contexts where reformers are unsure of what the problems and solutions actually are and often
lack confidence in their abilities to make things better.
This approach is quite different to the conventional way state capability is built, where
specialists initially conduct studies to decide on a ‘solution’, then design how the solution should
be introduced into a context, and then initiate implementation. These are phases in a linear
process that we believe yields limited learning or chance for adaptation (whether it is slow or
big-bang in nature). An experimental, iterative process, in contrast, has the following
characteristics:
•

Multiple solution ideas are identified and put into action.

•

Experimental, iterative steps progressively allow real solutions to emerge.

•

Disciplined, experiential learning and flexibility foster adaptation.

Crawling the Design Space for Multiple Potential Solutions
Many reform and policy initiatives limit themselves to a narrative of two parts when thinking
about what to do in the face of a problem: there is the status quo, or the way things are currently
done in the target context, that those in the context know how to do but has not solved the
problem; there are best practices in other contexts that we have seen solve similar problems in
those other contexts, but we are not sure how to do in the targeted place and time. Reform and
policy change often centers on replacing the internal current practices with external best
practices. We believe that there are more options for reformers to work with than just these two,
however. A key principle of PDIA is to look for and experiment with multiple alternatives.
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We liken the idea to crawling the design space available to policymakers and would-be
reformers. Drawing from the ideation stage of design thinking (Gruber et al. 2015; van Manen et
al 2015), 2 the basic strategy here involves requiring change agents to identify at least two ideas
for change in the various sub-causal dimensions they are trying to address. The ideas they are
looking for will vary in substance, depending on the available change space: new practice ideas
might be required where significant change space exists and can be exploited; ideas to improve
authority, acceptance or ability will be more pertinent where change space is limited.
Change agents need to identify these various ideas, and then put them into action to foster
change. These agents might search for ideas, in different areas of the ‘design space’ shown in
Figure 1, which helps to explain our approach. It shows a stylized design space that
policymakers and would-be reformers face when introducing new policy and reform ideas in
response to a complex problem (or when trying to build state capabilities to address these
challenges). There are two dimensions to this space, reflected in the axes of the figure:
horizontally, we reflect on whether an idea is administratively and politically possible in the
targeted context (have the solutions proved to work in this context, such that the people in the
context know how to implement them?); vertically, we consider whether the ideas have proved
technically correct (such that they have been seen to solve the problem being considered).
Existing practice is the first area of opportunity in the design space—denoted by an ‘A’
in the bottom right corner of Figure 1. We believe there is always some existing practice or
capability—whether this is a way of procuring text books, reporting on finances, organizing

2

The initial steps of PDIA share a lot with design thinking process, where ideation follows phases in which
problems are better understood and constructed, through empathizing and defining (similar to the construction and
deconstruction processes discussed here). See the brief poster by UNICEF’s Natalia Adler on design thinking for
Doing Development Differently at http://matthewandrews.typepad.com/the_limits_of_institution/2014/10/designthinking-and-unicef-in-nicaragua-natalia-adler-will-be-presenting-at-doing-development-differ.html.
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classroom behavior or managing pharmaceutical stocks in a district clinic. People in the context
know this practice, but we also know that the practice has fallen short of solving the focal
problem(s). Existing practice provides an opportunity, however, in the lessons it holds about
what works in the context (and what does not) and why.
Figure 1. The Design Space: Where Do We Get Ideas From?
D. External best practice

Technically correct solutions
(we have seen them work)

(to identify, translate, select and
try, adapt,

C. Positive
deviance
(to find, celebrate,
codify, and diffuse)

and diffuse)

B. Latent practice
(to provoke through rapid
engagement, codify,
and diffuse)

A. Existing practice
(to scrutinize, understand, learn
from, and
potentially improve)
Administratively and politically feasible
(we know how to do them)

Initial work to find deficiencies in current practice are thus useful starting points in the
finding and fitting process. Common tools to help in this process include gap analysis, program
evaluation, site visits, immersion and inspection initiatives (where would–be reformers and
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policy makers spend time interacting with existing practice to get a better sense of how it works,
where it has failed, and why). Our would-be reformer in Malawi (introduced in the ‘Doing
Problem Drive Work’ working paper, Andrews et al. (2015)) could suggest examining current
procurement processes to identify exactly where gaps exist, for instance, and then try and close
the gaps (See the approach to this in Andrews and Bategeka 2013).
In many cases, existing practice also offers improvement opportunities that could be used
to initiate action. These opportunities can be identified by engaging, in the field, with
practitioners who often think about improving practices but lack incentives to share their ideas. 3
These ideas might emerge when our would-be reformer examines the procurement process in
Malawi, especially if she does so alongside local practitioners and asks them if they have thought
of ways to make the process work better. Whether the improvements turn out to be successful or
not, they are often the quickest form of engagement that one can take in starting the process of
addressing problems—and they are also the most immediate arena in which one can force action
and learning in the process of building state capability. Existing practice is also the practice that
agents in the change context know best, and ‘starting form where they are’ is a potentially
empowering way of ensuring these agents develop a properly constructed and deconstructed
view of the problem (better understanding why existing practices are not working) and provide
local ownership of the find and fit process (see Chapter 8 of Andrews 2013).
The next most accessible area in the design space is what we call ‘latent practice’ (shown
as B in Figure 1). This is the set of potential ideas and government capabilities that are possible
in the context—given administrative and political realities—but require some focused attention
3

This is central to the work on appreciative inquiry, where authors and practitioners believe that local agents have
positive ideas that need to be coaxed to the fore (Bushe 2013, Drew and Wallis 2014, Ridley-Duff and Duncan
2015).
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to emerge. This attention could come in the form or Rapid Results type interventions, where
groups of affected agents are given a challenge to solve the focal problem (or part thereof) in a
defined period—with no new resources (Matta and Morgan 2011; Dillabaugh et al. 2012; Wilson
2013). In the example of Malawi’s corruption and service delivery challenge, one might instruct
relevant agents to act in a new way in areas where process gaps have been identified (like
establishing a quick way of tracking procurement requests and responses to such). An example
of this kind of activity comes from Burundi, where a rapid results initiative focused on
empowering officials to come up with creative latent ideas to deliver school textbooks that had
been in a warehouse for years (Campos et al. 2013). The officials went through various iterations
in working around this challenge, ultimately engaging parliamentarians to deliver the books. The
parliamentarians had always been available to do this work, but had never been asked.
These kinds of initiatives can be incredibly motivating and empowering for local agents,
who get to see their own achievements in short periods. Ideas that emerge from these rapid
initiatives can also become the basis of permanent solutions to existing problems (especially if
learning processes are effectively in place, as will be discussed shortly). Latent potential can also
be released when change agents construct a Hawthorne-type interaction where the hands-on
practitioners are included into some kind of real-world experiment, and one hopes the awareness
of being watched leads to behavior modifications and new ideas (Schwartz et al. 2013). Theses
ideas focus on drawing ideas out of existing resources and agents, given the view that novelty is
always latent in such agents but needs to be coaxed out (in the the same way that juice is latent in
an orange, and needs a good squeeze to be released).
The ‘positive deviance’ domain (denoted by C at the top right corner of Figure 1) is a
third area in which change agents can look for policy and reform ideas. Positive deviance relates
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to ideas that are already being acted upon in the change context (they are thus possible), and that
yield positive results (solving the problem, and thus being technically correct), but are not the
norm (hence the idea of deviance) (Marsh et al. 2004). 4 For example, in every town with high
levels of infant mortality, one can identify a household where no children die; they are the
positive deviants, doing something that others are not doing but that is effective in addressing the
problem in the context. As part of the search for policy and reform ideas, change agents need to
find these positive deviants, celebrate them, codify them (determining why they are different),
and diffuse the core principles of their success more broadly. The initial ‘finding’ process offers
a pragmatic and immediate option with which to initiate any change process, and could involve a
search of evidence or practice (where change agents look for positive outliers in a large data set
or go to the field and look for positive real-world experiences).
‘External best practice’ is the final idea domain we see as obvious in any design space.
This domain (denoted by D in Figure 1) is full of ideas outside of the change context that one has
seen to address problems similar to those targeted for attention. These are often the first set of
ideas reformers and policymakers look at and suggest. It is also typical for only one idea to
emerge at any given time from this domain as well, given a prevalent desire to identify the ‘one
best way’ to do things. Many global indicators embed these ideas and encourage their replication
across contexts. Actually, there are usually multiple external good or best practice ideas to learn
from, and the find and fit process should start by identifying a few of these—rather than settling
for one. In the case of Malawi’s corruption concerns, for instance, one could identify ways in
4

Marsh et al. (2004) define positive deviance as “an uncommon practice that confers advantage to the people who
practise it compared with the rest of the community. Such behaviours are likely to be affordable, acceptable, and
sustainable because they are already practised by at risk people, they do not conflict with local culture, and they
work.” See other definitions and applications in Spreitzer and Sonenshein (2003, 2004) and Dumas and Maggi
(2014).
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which Hong Kong’s anticorruption commission has dealt with procurement and disbursement
gaps, but one could also examine ideas emanating from Botswana and South Africa. Once
identified, change agents need to translate the ideas to the change context—ensuring that the best
practice ideas can be communicated from their external context into the new change context
(explaining why the practice was done and how it was done). This is often much easier to do
when the best practices come from similar contexts (and the ‘language’ of government, society
and politics is similar) (Andrews 2012). Once the external best practice idea has been
communicated in this translated detail, it becomes a candidate for experimentation in the change
context.
We advocate trying more than one new idea at a time in any change context—much as
1804 adventurers would try two routes to get past a mountain they have not yet bypassed (see the
1804 analogy in Andrews et al. 2015a). In some situations, one of the ideas will work
significantly better than the other(s) and stand out as the solution to be diffused more broadly
into the context. Our research shows that this is not commonly the case, however. In most cases
of complex change the process yields positive and negative lessons from each idea—with no
individual idea proving to be ‘the solution’. These lessons lead to the emergence of new hybrids,
or locally constructed solutions that blend elements and lessons from experiments with all of the
ideas (Andrews 2015). We see this in the example of Rwanda’s municipal performance
management system—one of the ISS ‘success’ cases investigated in the study referred to in
Chapter 6 (Andrews 2013). It blends external best practice block grants with new planning ideas
and revived old positive deviance practices in the Imihigo contracting mechanism. The system
could not have worked if only one idea was employed, and it would not have emerged if Rwanda
had not experimented with many different ideas.
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We see similar mixed solutions emerging in the examples discussed in the ‘Doing
Problem Driven Work’ working paper:
•

Swedish budget and accounting reforms in the 1990s drew on many ideas.
Accounting innovations were largely an extension of 1980s reforms and private
sector practices that already existed, for instance. Important dimensions of the
performance management system emerged from experiments at the local government
level, which stimulated new latent ideas and unearthed positive deviants. International
best practices were also influential, especially in bringing multi-year budgeting and
fiscal rules to the fore. These various ideas were combined over a number of years,
establishing a budgeting and accounting system that looks quite different to any other
in Europe (or beyond), exhibiting all the hallmarks of a locally effective hybrid.

•

Solutions also emerged from various parts of the design space in Nostria’s efforts to
better manage judicial demand and supply. The reform team found that most of the
‘missing’ data was already generated by existing systems, for instance, but steps were
needed to ensure this data was readily available (which led to practical steps to make
the data available). They also found positive deviants in the sector, where some
agencies and jurisdictions offered lessons to others in how to produce data and
manage resources. They also learned lessons from a neighboring country about how
to use standard software packages to analyze data and build budgets. Ultimately, their
reform emerged as a blend of all these products, not a pure product in either category.

•

As discussed in our prior working paper on Doing problem Driven Work, Mantian
officials faced 42 challenges in their effort to promote economic activity in a poor
performing sector. They found some solutions in existing policies, programs and
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policies, given that a number of the challenges should actually have been resolved by
past initiatives. For instance, companies noted that they needed financial help to
innovate when in fact government had an active—but unused—innovation fund in
place. They also created pressure to foster latent practice, requiring agencies to report
monthly on how they had addressed challenges—and pushing relentlessly to ensure
that solutions emerged and were then institutionalized. They also experimented with
various best practice ideas promoted by international donors, as long as these ideas
actually addressed one of the 42 challenges. The reform team maintained a
spreadsheet of all the ‘solutions’ it was coordinating, and who was responsible for
action in respect of each solution. The ideas in this spreadsheet varied considerably
(in terms of where they came from, who they involved, what they involved, and how
innovative they actually were). This variation showed how much bricolage goes into
producing real state capability (to support private sector development, and beyond).
The message here is simple: finding and fitting solutions to complex problems requires
first identifying multiple ideas and then trying these out, in an experimental manner, to allow the
emergence of hybrids. The experimentation process needs to offer significant opportunity for
learning and adaptation—and what some authors call bricolage (constructing a solution from a
diverse range of things, given lessons about what works and does not work in each). 5 This
demands an iterative process which we will discuss next. Before getting there, however, we
recommend you use Table 1 to reflect on the various opportunities you have to source new ideas
that can help you find and fit solutions to your challenge.

5

See, for instance, Christiansen and Lounsbury (2013) and Perkmann and Spicer (2014).
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The table essentially asks you to first list the sub-causal dimensions of this challenge and
then think about the kind of substance you are looking for in new ideas (are you looking for a
new policy idea or a way of expanding change space by expanding authority, acceptance, or
ability?). Following this, there is a column in which you are encouraged to describe—in short—
at least two ideas you could act upon in two of the design space domains. We encourage you to
do the exercise on your own and then with your group, and to try and come up with at least two
sets of activities you could quickly initiate to start actively finding and fitting real solutions to
your problems.

15

Table 1. A Basic Strategy to Crawl Your Design Space; Looking for Solution Ideas
Sub-causal dimension of
my problem

What substance do we need from
any new idea?
a. New policy or practice to fit into
existing change space

How can we work to find ideas in
at least two of the following idea
domains?
A. Existing practice

b. A way to expand authority

B. Latent practice

c. A way to expand acceptance

C. Positive deviance

d. A way to expand ability

D. External best practice

Sub-cause 1

Sub-cause 2

Sub-cause 3

What do Experimental Iterations Involve?
You should note that Table 1 does not provide a specific solution for your challenge. This will be
frustrating for some, given that many new policy or reform processes strive to yield such solution
from an early identification process. The solution then becomes the center of a project plan
focused on implementation. Plans use mechanisms like logical frameworks to identify the steps
required to turn the idea into a reality, locking one into a linear sequence of action designed to
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solve the problem. This approach is considered good practice for many in the development
world, offering certainty about what will be done, in time and in content.
This approach is not well suited to complex challenges, however, where we do not really
know what the solution is, or what surprises we will encounter in the context when we start any
new initiative. It would be like the 1804 adventurers pre-identifying the exact route to take
between St Louis and the West Coast in 1804, even though no one knew where the West Coast
was or if any particular route made sense (to understand the 1804 analogy, see Andrews et al.
2015a). Such an approach often encounters its own limits quickly, when reformers meet with
unexpected constraints (like hostile politics or capacity deficiencies, which act like unexpected
mountains or rivers that impede their progress). At this stage, reformers and policymakers are
seldom equipped to respond to the realities they face, which certainly call for a change in their
implementation strategy and probably also require a re-think of the solution they are attempting
to introduce. Rigidities in the logical framework approach make such adjustments extremely
difficult, however, and often lead to periods where reforms and new policy initiatives simply
stagnate (given a lack of flexibility). 6
A different approach is required when dealing with complex challenges—where policy
makers and would-be reformers can try new ideas out, learn what works and why, adapt ideas,
and repeat the process until a solution is found. We call this experimental iteration.
This kind of process is driven by the urgency of finding and fitting solutions to specific
complex problems. Its aspirational end goal is thus defined by the state one hopes to reach when
the problem has been solved (which you identified earlier, in Table 1 of the ‘Doing Problem
6

This kind of observation is emerging constantly in development studies. See, for instance, Duncan and Williams
(2012), Faustino and Booth (2014), Fritz et al. (2014), and Manning and Watkins (2013).
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Driven Work’ paper). Given that chosen problems are complex, however, it does not pretend that
there is only one starting point or idea to act upon, but rather that there are many entry points (as
you would have shown in Box 4 of the ‘Doing Problem Driven Work’ paper) and multiple ideas
to engage at each entry point (as reflected in your thoughts in Table 1). It also does not assume
that starting ideas will hold intact as ultimate solutions, and therefore that the goal is simply to
provide a linear chart to implement these ideas. Rather, this process provides a structured, stepby-step engagement in which one tests ideas, adjusts the ideas based on test results and lessons,
and works progressively towards shaping a solution that actually works.
One should be able to see the characteristics that lead us to call the process experimental
(where one is testing ideas that have not yet been finalized). The approach should not be
confused with a randomized controlled trial, however, where one tests an idea in a scientific
manner, randomizing the context and controlling the messy influences of reality. The
experimental approach here happens in a specific context and in the midst of reality, such that
results are possible given the mess one is dealing with. The approach is also accelerated and
done in real time, with those who will ultimately be the implementers. This gives some assurance
that the process—and ultimate policy or reform product—will be locally owned and lead to
genuine improvements in state capability.
One should also be able to identify the characteristics that lead us to call this process
iterative (where one tries an idea out again and again, learning each time, until the idea is
properly specified as a functional solution to a nominated problem). Figure 2 shows what the
iterative process looks like in its simplest form. The first iteration starts by identifying initial
action steps (building on the already-completed problem analysis and idea identification
activities). The initial steps should be highly specified, with precise determination of what will
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be done by whom in relation to all chosen ideas, and pre-determined start and end points that
create time boundaries for the first step. We propose working with tight time boundaries at the
start of this kind of work, so as to establish the foundation of an action-oriented work culture;
and to build momentum. 7 The boundaries help to define when action steps begin (stage 2 or each
iteration), when the action stops and reflection begins (stage 3), and when the iteration-check
will take place (stage 4 of each iteration).
The action step stage should be easily understood. This is where our Malawian reformers
might take action to try some ideas out (initiating a field visit to examine existing practice, or
starting a rapid results initiative to deliver text books, or trying out a new reporting mechanism
that has been seen to work in South Africa). Stage 3 reflection involves stopping after taking this
action and, in a group discussion, asking three questions: what was achieved? what was learned?
what is next? Stage 4 is called an iteration check, where those involved in the work report to
their authorizers on progress and lessons learned, and assess whether they have solved the
problem (or sub-causal dimension) they have been focused on. If the answer is yes (the problem
is solved), then there is no need to iterate further and the challenge becomes one of stopping and
diffusing the solution. If the answer is no, however, the group moves into a second iteration—
adapting its ideas based on lessons learned and going through the same stages again. The group
will move closer to a workable solution as it passes through more iterations, with more complex
challenges requiring more iterations than other challenges.

7

See Andrews (2015a).
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Figure 2. The Iterative Process in Simple Form

Iterative experimentation like this mitigates the risk of making too many assumptions
about proposed solutions, or about the context in which one is working. Every step provides an
opportunity to test assumptions and tease out any lessons about what works with specific ideas in
specific contexts. It is a process that many are using in other fields, and that development experts
are increasingly considering for application in the face of complex challenges. We see many
successful reforms adopting such process as well, including the Swedish public budgeting
reforms discussed earlier in this working paper (and the ‘Doing Problem Driven Work’ paper).
Accounting innovations in Sweden were particularly subject to an experimental process, starting
in the 1980s when various local governments were encouraged to try using private sector
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accounting methods. Their efforts were labeled ‘pilots’ but were more reflective of the
experimental iterations described in this section: the local governments applied specific tools in
defined periods, stopped and assessed lessons learned in these efforts, and then adapted the tools
for another application. Observers note that this kind of iteration continued for most of the 1980s
and yielded useful and use-able accounting innovations that could be scaled up for
implementation in the early 1990s.
Experimental iteration like this was also used to foster change in the other two examples
of state capability building we have been referencing. One set of activities in Nostria focused on
sourcing judicial demand and supply data from existing sources (remembering that their work
began after a failed five-year project that intended to introduce a new electronic case
management system). This is a stylized version of the first few iterations:
•

The team identified potential opportunities in finding existing data and specified a
first step, requiring all team members to identify existing data in their organizations
and report on this at a team meeting the next afternoon.

•

The next afternoon they all came with written descriptions of existing data. After
listing the existing data, the team reflected on what had been learned. Lessons were
simple but impressive: we have more data than we thought; it was quite easy to
identify what we had; the real problem is that we do not share it. Reflecting on these
lessons, the team agreed that the problem was not yet solved and more iteration was
needed. It identified a next step: each member should bring her data to a team
meeting, the next day. The list of available data and next step decision was shared
with a senior official who was overseeing the group, to ensure continued support.
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•

The next day only half of the team members had data to show, and these data took the
form of (generally) unusable reams of paper. The team reflected on this, given
prompting questions: What was achieved? What was learned? What is next? Lessons
centered on the political and bureaucratic walls team members encountered when
trying to access data to share, in their relevant organizations (including the judiciary,
prosecution, and ministry). Their superiors simply did not allow the sharing (even
though these authorizers had committed their support to the initiative). The team
members agreed that these walls had been up for a long time and were a key reason
for the failure of prior efforts to establish case management systems. The next step,
they argued, was to engage the political authorizers whom they had assumed were
supportive of the work and ask for explicit permission to share. This required a new
and more aggressive strategy to explain the grave—and shared—nature of the
problem with the authorizers (which the team had assumed was already well
communicated but now agreed could be presented more aggressively. Team members
immediately proposed a strategy for this, and agreed to meet again two days later to
compare results.

•

Two days later the full team returned, with each member carrying an old clunky
laptop. Their superiors had jointly agreed that all data could be shown to the full
group but had to be kept in files in each laptop. This was not the best mode of
sharing, of course, but was a step ahead of where the team had been two days
previously. Team members thus opened their laptops and began looking for their
files, all of which were in Excel. Only half of the group managed to find the files on
their own, however, and it became very obvious that the others could not work in
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Excel (even though their official titles related to being in statistical or budget
agencies). In reflecting on this step, the team noted that more effective sharing
modalities were needed in the future (and decided a course of action to persuade
authorizers of this). They also noted the need to strengthen their own analytical
abilities, and started discussing options in the design space: they could approach the
World Bank to host a workshop (as best practice, perhaps), or ask the civil service
commission for help (existing practice), or they could see if their more capacitated
team members could teach the others (building on their own positive deviants). They
agreed that the latter option was quicker, cheaper, and more accessible. A workshop
was planned for the next week, with one of the team members identified as the
primary instructor.
•

The workshop took place a few days after it had been intended (given common
logistical and time management difficulties). It was a very inspiring event, where
peers empowered peers with new knowledge (and were themselves empowered with
new confidence). The team members’ superiors all attended the closing of this
workshop, and even invited the media to attend (and take photographs). This led to
interesting lessons for the team, which agreed that it had more authority and ability to
act and now knew more about what was needed. Half of the team members felt that
they could share all their data more effectively now, and committed to do so before
the next meeting. All team members agreed that meetings should be regular and at
consistent times, and scheduled such for the beginning and end of each week, for the
next six months.
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•

There were many more iterations, some of which led to backwards instead of
forwards and many of which generated difficult lessons. After seven months of these
iterations the team produced an Excel spreadsheet with enough data to analyze
national and provincial demand and supply and identify input gaps (where judges
were needed, for instance). They could build a budget that showed why new inputs
were needed, which led to a stronger request with the Ministry of Finance. The team
was already thinking about the limitations of Excel, however, and had enrolled in a
course on Access (a database software) with the goa of transferring their data to this
platform in the coming year.

A similar process was adopted in Mantria. The core team met every few days for the first
few weeks of their engagement, taking steps to identify ideas and responsible actors in all 42
challenge areas on the fishbone diagram. They built significant momentum in so doing, and after
a month they had developed an innovative spreadsheet detailing what was being done in all
challenge areas and who was responsible. Every meeting would involve a full analysis of what
was being done in each area, what was learned, and what was next. Given the many actors
involved in addressing all these challenges, the team instituted a monthly schedule to ensure
everyone was able to check in and report. The check ins often led to vibrant discussion,
sometimes involving the responsible actors in different areas (who were invited to engage). For
instance, the coordinating team sometimes learned that responsible actors needed more authority
(or pressure) to act, and sometimes needed support with new ideas, and sometimes tried ideas
that did not work out—so the ideas had to be changed. After nine months of iterating, the team
was able to show that all 42 challenges had been effectively addressed. They could also point to
evidence they had been collecting that showed the sector was growing and providing more
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employment. This pointed to real progress in getting to the ‘problem solved’ goals set at the start,
which led to a slow down in the experimental iterations. Interestingly, however, other groups
across government were starting to use adapted versions of the coordination spreadsheet that
proved so useful in this work. This was itself an expression of expanded state capability.
These examples should show that experimental iterations are not necessarily slow or slow
to produce results. We believe, actually, that the iterations need to be rapid and aggressive to
build momentum and team spirit and to ensure continued and expanded authorization (which we
discuss more in forthcoming working papers). The examples should also show that this work is
not haphazard and informal. It actually requires a lot of structure and discipline, and needs
formal sanction and support. The examples should also show that these approaches yield many
results in the short, medium and long run. The staggered nature of these results—which are often
surprises—ensure that the process has continued claims to legitimacy (which is vital when trying
to foster contested state building initiatives that require bureaucratic and political support).
Finally, the examples show that experimental iteration yields opportunities to learn that are
crucial when pursuing wicked hard challenges. These lessons are often not forthcoming in more
conventional linear project processes, which means that contextual difficulties commonly go unidentified and un-treated and ultimately undermine project success. This was evident in both
Nostria and Mantia, where past projects had failed because of a failure to learn and adapt to
difficulties encountered in early iterations.
Although the benefits of experimental iteration seem very apparent, many development
organizations make it difficult for staff to pursue such approaches, given the rigidity of logframe
and other linear planning methods. We often hear that funding organizations demand the
structured, perceived certainty of a logframe-type device and will not allow projects to be too
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adaptive. In response to this concern, we propose a new logframe-type mechanism that embeds
experimental iteration into a structured approach to make policy or reform decisions in the face
of complex challenges. Called the SearchFrame, it is shown in Figure 3.
The SearchFrame facilitates a transition from the problem analysis into a structured
process of finding and fitting solutions. An aspirational goal is included as the end point of the
intervention, where one would record details of ‘what the problem looks like solved’. In the
Malawi example, we would include an aspirational target relating hoped-for decreases in
corruption-related losses and improvements in service delivery in key sectors. Beyond this, key
intervening focal points are also included, based on the deconstruction and sequencing analyses.
These focal points reflect what the reform or policy intervention aims to achieve at different
points along the path towards solving the overall problem. More detail will be provided for the
early focal points, given that we know with some certainty what we need and how we expect to
get there. For instance, the first focal points for Malawi might include ‘all disbursement
loopholes are identified’ and ‘weaknesses in disbursement are fully identified’ and ‘we know
what abilities are missing to address the diversion of resources by local officials’. These are the
focal points driving the action steps in early iterations, and they need to be set in a defined and
meaningful manner (as they shape accountability for action). The other focal points (2 and 3 in
the figure) will reflect what we assume or expect or hope will follow (perhaps reading something
like ‘we will close disbursement loopholes’ and ‘disbursements will reflect budgeted plans’).
These focal points will not be rigid, given that there are many more underlying assumptions, but
they will provide a directionality in the policymaking and reform process that gives funders and
authorizers a clear view of the intentional direction of the work.
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Figure 3. The ‘Search Frame’ as a Logframe Alternative for Complex Challenges
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Lessons we have learned

Lessons we have learned

Lessons we have learned

Adjustments we have made

Adjustments we have made

Adjustments we have made

The SearchFrame does not specify every action step that will be taken, as a typical logframe
would. Instead, it schedules a prospective number of iterations between focal points (which one could
also relate to a certain period of time). Funders and authorizers are thus informed that the work will
involve a minimum number of iterations in a specific period. Only the first iteration is detailed, with
specific action steps and a specific check-in date. Funders and authorizers will be told to expect reports on
all of these check-in dates, which will detail what was achieved and learned and what will be happening
in the next iteration (given the SearchFrame reflections shown in Figure 3). Part of the learning will be
about the problem analysis and assumptions underpinning the nature of each focal point and the timing of
the initiative. These lessons will feed into proposals to adjust the SearchFrame, which will be provided to
funders and authorizers after every iteration. This fosters joint learning about the realities of doing
change, and constant adaptation of assumptions and expectations.

We believe this kind of iterative process is both well suited to addressing complex
problems and meeting the structural needs of formal project processes. As presented, it is
extremely information and learning intensive, requiring constant feedback as well as mechanisms
to digest feedback and foster adaptation on the basis of such. This is partly because we believe
that active discourse and engagement are vital in complex change processes, and must therefore
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be facilitated through the iterations. 8 We turn to some ideas about this learning in the next
section. Before getting there, however, we propose that you stop and think about how
experimental iteration might work in helping you find and fit solutions to your challenge. We
have two exercises to help you in thinking about this. The first, centered on Table 2, requires you
to detail action steps in response to the ideas you wrote down in Table 1, and provide time
boundaries for a first iteration. The second, asks you to think about building a SearchFrame to
use in communicating the intended path you would propose to funders or other authorizers
(showing them what the search framework looks like, as of now, in your head). Box 1 is
provided to give you the chance to draw the SearchFrame out (as is done in Figure 8.3), given
the work you have done in past exercises.

8

See Marsha et al. (2015) and Babineau and Lessard (2015) who found that organizational change in Canada’s
health sector depended on building acceptance among those undergoing change, which depended largely on creating
active and agile dialogic processes. Other reading we found useful in describing the importance and process of
iterative reform include Tsoukas and Chia (2002), Feldman. and Pentland (2003), Abdollahi et al. (2015) and Dyba
and Dingsoyr (2015).
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Table 2. Structuring your First Iteration
Subcause

Idea

Action step(s)
(what, by whom,
and when start)

Date to reflect
(and who will
be involved)

Date of
Iteration check
(and who will
be involved)

How will we
know if aim
is reached?

When to
start next
iteration (if
needed)?
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Box 1. The SearchFrame for My Find and Fit Process
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The Importance of Intense and Applied Learning
Complex challenges are commonly rife with unknowns, where information is deficient and
knowledge is limited. This is the reality with many of the challenges in building state capability,
especially in development: all we know in many situations is that capability is lacking; we do not
know why it is lacking or what it will take to build necessary capability. This poses real
constraints on most management strategies used in capacity building initiatives, which typically
require designers and implementers to know more than they do know (or could know). This is a
sure-fire recipe for failure in policy, programs and projects. What is worse, when project fail, the
designers and implementers of these policies, programs and projects often do not know why their
initiatives failed after the fact, given the continued lack of information and knowledge.
We believe that capable states actually need information and knowledge, and that efforts
to build state capability should thus center on ensuring an expansion of know-how. That is why
every effort to build state capability needs to embed learning as a key element.
We saw this clearly in a research project that tried to explain why some health sector
reforms build capacity whereas others did not (Andrews 2013, chapter seven). One of the factors
that set successful efforts apart was something we called ‘flexibility’, a characteristic involving
learning and being able to respond to lessons. This was high when policies, programs and
projects: (i) produced evidence of ongoing assessment of progress and results (not just periodic
accountability-based monitoring and evaluation); (ii) ensured constant feedback on how well
key problems were being addressed, what lessons were being learned, and what issues were
being encountered; (iii) created opportunities to adjust project content, given lessons from
ongoing assessments; and (iv) showcased the ideas emerging from learning and incorporated
these into project activities during implementation. We found that the average ‘flexibility’ score
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for more successful projects was 2.72, compared with 1.06 in the less successful group (where 0
is the lowest and 4 the highest). This reflects the tendency of more successful projects to
facilitate learning and ensure responses to lessons being learned—in real time.
Many readers might contend that this kind of learning is common in development, and
point to Randomized Control Trials (RCTs) and evaluations as ways in which learning is now
institutionalized. The learning we are advocating differs with the learning generated by these
tools, however. RCTs provide potential lessons about the theoretical validity of an idea in a
controlled setting, whereas ex post evaluations provide rear view lessons from already completed
initiatives. Both cost significant amounts and (generally) yield lessons to specialists working
outside of the implementation context (in a more theoretical domain). In contrast, we are talking
about learning lessons about the usability of ideas and validity of assumptions in specific
contexts, learned by agents engaged in doing the work in these contexts, and learned quickly
with the aim of feeding back into the process as design and strategy adaptations. 9
The prior discussion of experimental iteration provided examples of this learning in
practice. In the Nostrian case, for instance, early lessons centered on the availability of data in
the justice sector, capacity constraints of statistical experts, and limits to organizational authority.
These lessons were gathered in sessions by the team involved in the reform, who were
encouraged to reflect on experiences and observations they made while taking actions (given

9

We point to a variety of readings reflecting on this kind of learning in different organizational contexts, like Gertler
(2003), Klein et al. (2015), Krause and O'Connell (2015), Kruger et al. (2015), Lam (2000), Le and Raven (2015),
Liu and Armstrong (2015), Liu and Maula (2015), and Yeniyurt et al. (2015). We particularly like Pulakos et al.
(2015, p.51) which addresses the importance of iteration and experiential learning in results management reforms in
governments. In reflecting on successful reforms, he authors of this piece write, “Central to the intervention is that
organizational members need to intentionally practice and solidify effective Performance Management behavior
through a structured, on-the-job, experiential learning intervention that yields meaningful behavior change.”
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three questions; ‘what was achieved?’ ‘what was learned?’ ‘what is next?’). This reflective
activity allowed what some call experiential learning, in groups, and led immediately into
adjustments to reform ideas and strategies.
Experiential learning like this (which might also be called ‘action learning’) is the
process of learning through experience, or by doing. It involves the learner actively in a process
of trying something and then reflecting on experience, where the learner is both source and user
of emergent knowledge; as compared with many other approaches were the learner is a passive
recipient of knowledge (and does not even have to use it). Such learning is not common in many
organizations, and must thus be consciously encouraged and practically facilitated (Bamford et
al. 2015, Senge 2014, Unertl et al. 2016). Facilitation involves routinizing moments of reflection
for groups involved in the find and fit process (as is done in the experimental iterations) and
providing reflective questions for these moments (to coax relevant lessons out of agents). The
questions can be general (as in the Nostrian example above) or specific (where we would
sometimes ask questions like ‘what did you learn about your level of authorization?’ or ‘what did
you learn about the usability of the idea you were experimenting with?’). The facilitation process
should also ensure that lessons are visibly and practically used to adapt the next steps in any
experimental iteration (such that those in the reform group can actually see the impact of their
experience). In this respect, it is important to incorporate measures to ensure that lessons are
appropriately reliable. Reflecting team discussions are useful in this respect (where one asks
questions like, ‘Does anyone disagree with that lesson?’ or ‘Is there any supporting or differing
experience to share?’). This kind of reflection can help to triangulate and interpret experiences
from individuals to the group, increasing both reliability of the lesson and buy-in to whatever
implications the lesson has for group behavior.
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Interestingly, we find that routinized and regular lessons are often seen as positive
products of the PDIA process. Political authorizers in particular see the value of lessons that help
them ‘see’ more effectively in any policy or reform engagement. In a sense, this is like the value
of a team of adventurers mapping out the territory from St Louis to the west coast in 1804 (to
better appreciate the 1804 analogy, see Andrews et al. 2015a). Taking time to stop, reflect, learn
and record the lessons about any new route allows others to follow the route immediately, with
less hassle and uncertainty, which gives authorizers a greater scope of influence. Ultimately, the
accumulated lessons lead to a situation where complex problems like going west in 1804 are
tamed, becoming simple 2015 go west challenges.
Learning like this is not, however, common in many efforts to build state capability.
Furthermore, many risk averse politicians and career bureaucrats may resist this kind of
learning—and the experimental process it involves—before you can even get it going.
Resistance often reflects a view that this kind of learning lacks legitimacy, or that it will be
undisciplined or ineffective (or is just too difficult to do in hierarchical rule based
organizations). 10 This view needs to be countered by an explicit and disciplined strategy to foster
such learning. This strategy helps to provide structure to the reflection activity shown as stage 3
in each the iteration cycle (see Figure 2). It should specify when the learning will happen in the
iteration (creating the time boundary), what the key learning questions will be, who will be
involved, and how lessons will be used. These questions are included in Table 3, which we have
left otherwise blank to help you think of a learning strategy in your find and fit process. In filling
10

We do not think that this kind or work is impossible in any context, although there is evidence showing that it may
be more difficult to introduce in certain contexts. Bamford et al. (2015) find, for instance, that contextual pressures
(like the appetite for change and cost of learning can lead to only partial adoption of this kind of iterative learning).
See also Lam (2000) and Gerlter (2003).
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the table out, reflect on the challenge you have been discussing and the experimental iteration
process you described previously. What are the questions you think are most appropriate to ask?
Who would need to be engaged? How regularly would you engage these agents? How would
you use the lessons learned?
Table 3. Fostering Experiential Learning in Your Find and Fit Process
Key questions

Your answers

What are the questions you think are most
appropriate to ask?

Who would need to be engaged?

How regularly would you engage these agents?

How would you use the lessons learned?

Where Does This Leave You?
We have presented the thinking behind PDIA in many different countries, and in most contexts
the ideas we share are well received. The find and fit straetgy here is considered common sense
by many people we have presented to and worked with. Some actually tell us they found the
aprpaoch useful and interesting but not new. At the same time, however, they will tell us that the
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approach is not possible in their organization. ‘It may be common sense’ someone once said,
‘but common sense is the least common of the senses.’
The most common reason why people tell us they cannot do PDIA is simple; ‘I will not
get authorization for this kind of work.’ This reason is particularly common when talking with
government officials in developing countries and officials working in development organziations
(like bilateral agencies, the World Bank, regional development banks, or the OECD). We are told
that mangers and politicians in these contexts will not support an experimental process that will
likely lead to failure before it geneates success. They do not believe that their supervisors will
see ‘lessons’ as results, and end up saying that they would love to work in this way but simply do
not see it happening.
You may be in a similar situation as you finish the current working paper. You may think
that that the ideas presented here seem sensible but very different to what you normally do in
your organization. They must, therefore, come acrosss as unlikely to be supported. We do not
want to leave you here, however, and we do not want you to leave your thinking here either. The
examples provided here—from Sweden to Nostria and Mantia—are real world situations in
which learning and experimentation were central to reforms in hieracrhcial, politically contested
contexts where authorizers were also more adept to supporting easy pathways to solutions. The
find and fit process we are describing here was possible in those contexts, however, and could be
possible in your context too. It depends on how well you manage your authorizing environment,
which is what we turn to in our next ‘doing PDIA’ working paper.
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